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Death by Meeting : A Leadership Fable...About Solving the Most Painful Problem in BusinessJossey-Bass, 2004
In his latest page-turning work of business fiction, best-selling author Patrick Lencioni provides readers with another powerful and thought-provoking book, this one centered around a cure for the most painful yet underestimated problem of modern business: bad meetings. And what he suggests is both simple and revolutionary.

Casey...
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User Stories Applied: For Agile Software Development (Addison-Wesley Signature Series)Addison Wesley, 2004
Thoroughly reviewed and eagerly anticipated by the agile community, User Stories Applied offers a requirements process that saves time, eliminates rework, and leads directly to better software.
The best way to build software that meets users' needs is to begin with "user stories": simple, clear, brief descriptions of...
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Ruling Distributed Dynamic Worlds (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
A powerful new model to design and manage distributed dynamic systems
This text expands and builds upon the author's landmark work, Mobile Processing in Distributed and Open Environments, by introducing a new extended, universal WAVE-WP (or world processing) model for distributed processing and control in dynamic and open worlds. The new model...
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Mastering Game Development with Unreal  Engine 4: Build high-performance AAA games with UE 4, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A comprehensive guide with coverage on AudioFX, Particle system, shaders, sequencers, and the latest features of Unreal 4.19 that will take your game development skills to the next level

	
		Key Features

		
			Create a high-performance Combat game using the essential features of Unreal Engine...
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C#: Your Visual Blueprint for Building .Net Applications (With CD-ROM)Visual, 2001
Each step in this book is displayed with callouts to help you see exactly where the action takes place on the screen. This book covers over 100 tasks, including using attributes, operators, and classes; documenting code with XML, using arrays, building forms, programming Web services, using Windows designers and macros, troubleshooting, and...
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101 Marketing Strategies for Accounting, Law, Consulting, and Professional Services FirmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
In 101 Marketing Strategies for Accounting, Law, Consulting, and Professional Services Firms, Troy Waugh covers the same successful selling process taught at The Rainmaker Academy, the leadership and business development program he founded. Graduates of the Academy have attracted more than $300 million to their firms as a result of Troy’s...
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Head First Software Development (Brain-Friendly Guides)O'Reilly, 2008
Even the best developers have seen well-intentioned software projects fail -- often because the customer kept changing requirements, and end users didn't know how to use the software you developed. Instead of surrendering to these common problems, let Head First Software Development guide you through the best practices of software...
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PC User's BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The perfect go-to reference to keep with your PC
   

   If you want to get the most out of your PC, you've come to the right source. This one-stop reference-tutorial is what you need to succeed with your Windows Vista or Windows® XP computer, whether it's a desktop or a laptop. From setting up your PC to using it...
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Constructing Blueprints for Enterprise It ArchitecturesJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Introduces the principles behind EAB and all of it its features by walking through the entire design process for developing conceptual, functional, logical, & physical blueprints complete with useful icons, diagrams, & page templates. DLC: Management information systems. 

 Recently deployed within a unit at AT&T, Enterprise...
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Unix for Mac : Your visual blueprintї to maximizing the foundation of Mac OS XJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
* Mac OS X combines the Unix power developers need with Mac's ease of use, offering a unique combination of technical elements with enhanced performance, compatibility, and usability

 * Shows readers how to use the Terminal application and the command interface, and explores the many Unix applications using step-by-step screen shots...
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New MarketingButterworth-Heinemann, 2002
The New Marketing presents a comprehensively revised blueprint for the marketing process developed by Malcolm McDonald and Hugh Wilson to address second-generation changes brought about by technological development and the associated 'information revolution'. Built around the leading concept of a value exchange with customers, it provides essential...
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Service Oriented Architecture: An Integration BlueprintPackt Publishing, 2010

	Successfully implement your own enterprise integration architecture using the Trivadis Integration Architecture Blueprint


	Overview of Service Oriented Architecture: An Integration Blueprint

	
		Discover and understand the structure of existing application landscapes from an integration perspective
	...
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